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Abstract— The majority of learning from demonstration
approaches do not address suboptimal demonstrations or cases
when drastic changes in the environment occur after the demonstrations were made. For example, in real teleoperation tasks,
the demonstrations provided by the user are often suboptimal
due to interface and hardware limitations. In tasks involving
co-manipulation and manipulation planning, the environment
often changes due to unexpected obstacles rendering previous
demonstrations invalid. This paper presents a reinforcement
learning algorithm that exploits the use of relevance functions
to tackle such problems. This paper introduces the Pearson
correlation as a measure of the relevance of policy parameters
in regards to each of the components of the cost function to be
optimized. The method is demonstrated in a static environment
where the quality of the teleoperation is compromised by the
visual interface (operating a robot in a three-dimensional task
by using a simple 2D monitor). Afterward, we tested the method
on a dynamic environment using a real 7-DoF robot arm
where distributions are computed online via Gaussian Process
regression.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Human-robot co-manipulation and teleoperation can
greatly benefit from learning from demonstration since users
can easily demonstrate trajectories to a robot. These trajectories are then fitted to a model that can be later used during
the execution of repetitive tasks to provide assistance and to
compensate communication latency and intermittency. This
paper provides a reinforcement learning algorithm, PearsonCorrelation-Based Relevance Weighted Policy Optimization
(PRO), to improve upon demonstrated trajectories when these
are suboptimal or when solutions to new situations must be
found. The main feature of PRO is that it preserves the
variance of policy parameters that are not relevant to the
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Fig. 1: In this experiment, the robot has to reach the target
(pink object) while avoiding the obstacle (Pringles can). (a)
Demonstrations. (b) Our learning system is able to adapt on
the fly to changes in the environment.

objective component currently being optimized for. The usefulness of this property is easily understood when optimizing
with respect to components whose influence are only local,
such as the many via-points along a trajectory.
The concept of relevance function first appeared in [1]
where the metric of relevance was computed with a
computation-intensive iterative algorithm which required the
design of basis functions for the relevance. In the present
paper, we investigate the use of Pearson correlation [2].
Pearson correlation allows the optimizer to determine relevance functions faster while eliminating some of the open
parameters found in [1]. In the later part of the paper, we
extend PRO with Gaussian Processes (GP) regression to
cope with dynamic environments in an online fashion. PRO
is used to optimize the GP inferences as a mapping from
environment to trajectory distribution.
The main contribution of this paper is a robot control algorithm to improve suboptimal demonstrations. In detail, we
introduce the use of Pearson correlation to compute relevance
functions and show how the method can be combined with
GP regression to enable online corrections. Experiments in
the context of assisted teleoperation and other human-robot
interaction tasks are used to validate two different cases
where demonstrations are suboptimal. 1
1 Although the method is not limited to a particular policy representation,
in this paper we refer to the term “policy” as a “trajectory” and “policy
search” means “optimizing a distribution of trajectories with respect to
certain objectives”. The optimization objectives are related to via points,
obstacles, length and jerkiness of the movement.
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Fig. 2: A haptic device, the Haption Virtuose 6D, is operated
by a user to move a beam in a virtual environment. The haptic
device uses a trajectory distribution learned with PearsonCorrelation-Based Relevance Weighted Policy Optimization
(PRO) to assist the user in moving the beam from a start
position and orientation to an end position and orientation
through a window in the wall.

An extended version of this paper with additional experiments and evaluation is under preparation for a journal.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A method for assisting users in shared-autonomy tasks,
e.g. co-manipulation, with probabilistic models learned from
demonstrations has been proposed in [3]. In that paper,
Gaussian Mixture Models [4] are used to create multiple
probabilistic virtual guides which constrain the movements
of the user to a region close to the demonstrations. Also using
probabilistic models, in [5] users are assisted in teleoperation
tasks with shared control. In that work, task-parameterized
Gaussian Mixture Models (TP-GMMs) [6] have been used
to encode the probability distribution of demonstrated trajectories. Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) [6] has been
used to generate a behavior according to the learned model.
The learning agent assists the user with the teleoperation of
a device to scan a surface.
Our work relates to [3] and [5], with the important difference that our approach addresses cases where demonstrations
are suboptimal or when the learned model cannot generalize
well enough to a new scenario. This is possible due to the
use of reinforcement learning as a mechanism to manipulate
the original distribution. An approach for improving upon
suboptimal initial demonstrations is presented in [7]. Nevertheless, that approach is based on iterative refinement by the
human user rather than reinforcement learning.
In the context of motion planning, PRO presents similarities to STOMP [8], a black-box stochastic optimizer for
motion planning, in the sense that PRO is gradient-free and
also relies on a stochastic trajectory optimization technique.
However, while in STOMP trajectories are generated by
perturbing an initial trajectory with a certain noise, in our
work, a distribution of trajectories based on demonstrations
(and potentially also on prior knowledge) is optimized.
Learning from demonstrations has also been applied in
supervisory control. In this paradigm, after training, the

remote system can execute a task autonomously, needing
only high-level task goals to be provided by the user.
In [9], task-parameterized hidden semi-Markov models (TPHSMMs) are used to build probabilistic models of manipulation motions and Model Predictive Control (MPC) is used to
execute these motions. In that work, TP-HSMMs have been
shown to generalize better to changes in the environment than
Probabilistic Movement Primitives (ProMPs) [10], which are
used in our work. We believe that our work can contribute
to enhancing the generalization capabilities of frameworks
using probabilistic models such as TP-HSMM and ProMP
by using reinforcement learning to let the remote system
look for solutions to new tasks by trial and error.
To support online obstacle avoidance, PRO performs reinforcement learning while making use of Gaussian Processes
to output trajectory distributions trained via supervised learning. This process resembles the way Guided Policy Search
(GPS) [11] uses trajectory optimization in combination with
the constraint that the actions output by a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) must track the optimized trajectories.
In our approach, PRO assumes the role of the trajectory
optimizer while the GPs assumes the role of the CNN. In
contrast to GPS, while the CNN outputs actions for any
given state, in our approach, GP regression outputs ProMPs
(distributions of trajectories) for any given environment.
III. P EARSON -C ORRELATION -BASED R ELEVANCE
W EIGHTED P OLICY O PTIMIZATION
Pearson-Correlation-Based Relevance Weighted Policy
Optimization (PRO) is a stochastic policy search algorithm
based on Reward Weighted Regression [12] where, at each
iteration, policy parameters are sampled from a probability
distribution. The probability distribution is then optimized to
maximize the expected reward. Differently from RWR, PRO
estimates the relevance of each policy parameter with respect
to each objective. This information is then used to adapt
the sampling pattern such that undesirable changes in the
distribution of policy parameters are avoided. For example,
Fig. 3 illustrates the difference between RWR and PRO in
a 2D parameter space where the optimal solution is not
affected by the value of one of the parameters. In the case of
RWR, the optimal parameters collapse to a single point while
PRO preserves the distribution of the irrelevant dimensions.
In the motion planning context, this larger final distribution
reflects as final richer distributions covering larger areas of
the workspace.
A. Measuring Relevance via Pearson Correlation
The relevance of the policy parameter wn to the objective
o, denoted by fo (n), can be represented by the absolute
value |ρn,o | of the Pearson correlation2 coefficient
ρn,o =

Cov (wn , o)
,
σw n σo

(1)

2 The Pearson correlation coefficient ρ
X,Y of any two random variables
X and Y is a measure of the linear correlation between X and Y and
−1 ≤ ρX,Y ≤ 1.
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reward as
k+1
{µk+1
}
w ,C

= arg max
{µw ,Σfwo }

S
X


Ro,i N wi ; µw , Σfwo . (3)

i=1

Its solution is given by
S
P

Fig. 3: Pearson-Correlation-Based Relevance Weighted Policy Optimization (PRO) versus Reward Weighted Regression
(RWR). Here, w1 and w2 are the policy parameters. The red
line represents the region in the space of policy parameters
where the reward is the maximum. The reward for any point
in this space is R = exp (−βd), where β is a hyperparameter
chosen by the user and d is the distance between the point
and the red line. Both RWR and PRO were applied to
T
optimize a Gaussian distribution of w = [w1 , w2 ] with
1000 iterations and 200 samples per iteration. The variances
of RWR collapse while PRO is able to keep the variance of
w1 because this parameter is not relevant to this optimization
problem. In this case, the difference between the learning
curves of these algorithms is nevertheless negligible.

where Cov (wn , o) is the covariance between wn and the
value of the objective o, σwn is the standard deviation of
wn and σo is the standard deviation of the values of the
objective o. A policy, e.g. a trajectory, is represented by
>
the vector w = [w1 , · · · , wN ] , where N is the number of
policy parameters. For each w sampled from a distribution,
e.g. a Gaussian with small and uniform variance such that
the assumption of linear correlation holds, the computation
of the value of each objective o is made. Subsequently, ρn,o
is computed.
The relevance fo (n) of wn to the objective o expresses
how strongly changes in wn are linearly correlated to
changes in the values of the objective o. In our implementation we found useful to normalize the relevance function
fo (n) = fo (n) / max fo (n).
n
The distribution of policy parameters is assumed to be
Gaussian, i.e. w ∼ N (µw , Σw ). As
 such, PRO samples wn
from the distribution N µw , Σfwo ,

Σfwo


σ 2 f (1)
 w1 o

=


0

0
..

.
2
σw
f (N )
N o




,


(2)

µk+1
=
w

Ro,i wi

i=1
S
P

,

(4)

Ro,i

i=1
S
P

C k+1 =

Ro,i wi − µkw



wi − µkw

i=1
S
P

>
.

(5)

Ro,i

i=1

The variable k in the expressions above represents the
iterations of the algorithm. The variable Ro,i represents the
reward with respect to objective o obtained by the sampled
trajectory i. The reward is non-negative and usually has
the form Ro,i = exp (−βo (i)), where o (i) is the value
obtained by the sampled trajectory i for objective o and β is
a hyperparameter chosen by the user.
Finally, the new covariance matrix Σw is determined. It
is a diagonal matrix with the variances in the diagonal given
by
2
2
k+1
σw
= (1 − fo (n)) σw
+ fo (n) Cnn
,
n ,k+1
n ,k

(6)

k+1
2
is
is the variance of wn in iteration k and Cnn
where σw
n ,k
the element at row n and column n of the covariance matrix
C k+1 .
Equation (6) keeps the variance of irrelevant policy parameters unchanged and updates the variance of relevant policy
2
2
,
= σw
parameters. If fo (n) = 0, for example, σw
n ,k
n ,k+1
i.e. the variance of wn at iteration k + 1 is the same as at
2
=
iteration k. On the other hand, if fo (n) = 1, σw
n ,k+1
k+1
Cnn , i.e. the variance of wn at iteration k + 1 is the result
k+1
of the RWR optimization at iteration k, yielding Cnn
. For
other relevance values, which must lie by definition between
0 and 1, the new variance is a weighted average of its
previous value and the optimized one.
Note that differently from the algorithm presented in
[1] where multiple iterations were required to estimate the
relevance, here a one-shot approach for computing relevance
functions is presented. Fig. 4 presents a comparison between
these algorithms.

C. Online Adaptation with Gaussian Process

where the initial parameters are estimated from the demonstrations.
B. Policy Optimization using Relevance Functions
Once a number S of policy
 parameter vectors w have been
sampled from N µw , Σfwo , RWR is used to optimize the
mean µw and the covariance matrix Σfwo to maximize the

In this work we use parametrized trajectory distributions
in the form of Probabilistic Movement Primitives (ProMPs)
as the trajectory generation mechanism (see [10] for details). To adapt the distributions of trajectories online as
the environment changes, the learning system must be able
to compute solutions quickly. However, since PRO requires
several iterations to find the optimal solution, it is not well
suited for such problems. Thus, we propose Gaussian Process
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Fig. 4: Comparison between Relevance Weighted Policy
Optimization (RWPO) [1] and PRO, which is proposed in
this paper. In this problem, a trajectory must be found that
starts at the green ×, goes through the window in the center
and ends at the red ×. RWPO took 84.47s to learn the relevance functions while PRO took only 0.02s. Both algorithms
were implemented in Python. The machine used for both
computations was the same. The hyperparameters for RWPO
are the same used in [1]. PRO used 200 trajectory samples
to compute the relevance function. The vast difference in
execution time is due to the iterative nature of the relevance
computation in RWPO while PRO has a one-shot approach to
determine the relevance. (a) 5 demonstrations provided by a
user. (b) Both algorithms find solutions that satisfy the given
criteria. The larger deviation from the direct path observed in
the solution by RWPO does not represent an error because
there is no cost for larger deviations from the direct path.
The cost function used by both algorithms is the same and
depends only on the distances to the start, window center and
end. (c, d) Relevance for the 10 weights that parameterize the
x trajectory computed by RWPO and by PRO, respectively.
Differently from RWPO, PRO does not use basis functions
for the relevance, which contributes to the more irregular
shape of its relevance function.

(GP) regression to map variables describing the environment
to mean vector µw and covariance matrix Σw of a ProMP.
The entire training consists of the following steps: 1)
Initialization via demonstrations 2) Given a random state
of the environment, infer a ProMP using GP regression; 3)
Use PRO to optimize upon the inferred ProMP; 4) Update
dataset of environment states and corresponding ProMPs
with the solution provided by PRO. Steps 2 to 4 are repeated
several times until the learning system can solve a given task
for a range of possible configurations of the environment.
Essentially, this is a self-supervised learning process where
trajectories sampled from the current GP are then optimized
by PRO and fed back as training data.
The vector of variables describing the current state of the
environment is denoted by e. The elements of this vector can

be for example obstacle positions, via points, target positions,
etc.
The user is asked to initialize our learning system by
providing multiple demonstrations for each environment
configuration em in the set {e1 , · · · , eM } containing M
different configurations. Based on these demonstrations, the
2
are computed through Maximum
variables µwn,m and σw
n,m
Likelihood Estimation (MLE), where n ∈ N, m ∈ N, 1 ≤
2
n ≤ N, 1 ≤ m ≤ M . The variables µwn,m and σw
n,m
are the mean and the variance, respectively, of weight wn
based on the demonstrations for environment configuration
em . The set of demonstrations can be augmented for additional environment configurations by trajectories based on
prior knowledge, as previously mentioned. In this case, the
trajectories based on prior knowledge are treated just as the
demonstrations directly provided by the user.
2
Given µwn,m and σw
, ∀m, 1 ≤ m ≤ M , the variables
n,m
2
µwn and σwn are computed. These variables represent the
PM
1
average mean µwn = M
µwn,m and the average
PM m=1
1
2
2
variance
σwn = M m=1 σwn,m for each weight wn .
A new environment enew is sampled at random from
a set containing both the environments e1 , · · · , eM for
which there were demonstrations as well as environments
for which there were no demonstrations. Gaussian Process
(GP) regression is used to infer the trajectory parameters
wn,new for the new configuration enew , given the demonstrations. There is one Gaussian Process (GP) for each
parameter wn . The
kernel
 GPs use the squared exponential

>
k (ei , ej ) = exp −α (ei − ej ) (ei − ej ) , α ∈ R, α > 0.
The variables ei and ej represent any two arbitrary environment
 configurations.
 The posterior is p (wn,new |wn,1:M ) =
2
N µwn,new , σwn,new , where
µwn,new = µwn +
−1

Knew,1:M (K1:M,1:M + Σwn )
2
σw
n,new

= Knew,new +

−1

>

µwn = [µwn , · · · , µwn ] is a
repeated M times, µwn,1:M =
covariance matrix of each GP is

Knew,new
K=
K1:M,new



Σwn = 


(7)

2
σw
−
n

Knew,1:M (K1:M,1:M + Σwn )

and


µwn,1:M − µwn ,

Knew,1:M
K1:M,1:M

0
..

(8)

column vector with µwn

>
µwn,1 , · · · , µwn,M , the

2
σw
n,1

0

K1:M,new ,

.
2
σw
n,M




(9)




.


(10)

The covariance matrix K comprises four blocks. Knew,new is
here just the scalar k (enew , enew ). Knew,1:M is a row vector
with elements k (enew , ej ) , j ∈ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ M . K1:M,new is a
column vector with elements k (ei , enew ) , i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ M .
Finally, K1:M,1:M is a matrix with elements k (i, j).
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After computation of the posterior distribution given by
2
(Eq. 8), PRO optimizes upon this
µwn,new (Eq. 7) and σw
n,new
distribution as described in Section III. The dataset of known
environments and corresponding trajectory distributions is
2
updated with enew , µwn,new and σw
, ∀n, 1 ≤ n ≤ N .
n,new
Subsequently, this entire process is repeated for another
enew . After several iterations, as it will be shown in the
experimental section, the learning system is able to generate
successful distributions of trajectories for a pre-defined range
of environment configurations.

Sampled Trajectories after PRO

(a)

q1

IV. E XPERIMENTS
Three experiments demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed framework. The first experiment demonstrates that
PRO, which determines relevance functions based on Pearson
correlation, can be applied to optimize upon initial failed
attempts to solve a teleoperation task. Differently from
Relevance Weighted Policy Optimization (RWPO) [1], PRO
does not need predefined task-specific basis functions to
determine the relevance functions. The last two experiments
demonstrate how PRO in combination with Gaussian Process
(GP) regression can tackle online motion planning problems.
Please see the accompanying video.

(b)

q3

q2

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 5: (a) Cartesian coordinates of demonstrated trajectories.
(b) Cartesian coordinates of trajectories sampled from the
ProMP optimized with PRO. (c - d) Orientations of the
mean trajectory of the ProMP optimized with PRO. The
orientations are here represented by the three first variables
(q1 , q2 , q3 ) of a unit quaternion. The yellow dots represent
via points.

A. Assisting Humans in a Teleoperation Task
In this experiment, the user manipulates the Haption
Virtuose 6D to move a beam in a virtual environment (See
Fig. 2). This experiment can be seen as a teleoperation task,
where the haptic device is the master and the beam is the
slave. The goal of the user is to move the beam from a start
position and orientation to an end position and orientation
through the window without hitting the wall. This task is
hard for humans in part due to the difficulty in visually
estimating the 3D position and the orientation of the beam.
Already performing a similar task with a small cube without
the need to control orientation has been difficult for most
users as demonstrated by user studies in [1].
First, the user tries 10 times to perform the task without
force feedback. A distribution of trajectories based on the
trials of the user is created using a ProMP. Subsequently,
PRO is used to optimize this ProMP such that sample
trajectories from the optimized ProMP pass through four via
points with the right beam orientations to avoid collisions
with the wall.
In this experiment, the original optimization problem
has been separated into two optimization problems: one
taking into consideration only the Cartesian coordinates
of the via points and another taking into consideration
only the orientation of the beam at each via point. This
separation helped PRO to find successful trajectories in
this problem. The reward function for both problems is
Robj = exp (−β (obj + βlength len + βjerk jerk)), with β =
200, βlength = 0.1 and βjerk = 105 . The value for β was
empirically determined by trying a few values between 1
and 300. The values for βlength and βjerk were determined
by trying different powers of 10. The variable obj represents
the distances to each of the four via points. The two via

points closest to the window are computed given the current
position of the window. The variables len and jerk represent
the length and the average jerk of the trajectory, respectively,
and are computed by using finite differences. The terms
βlength and βjerk are used to regulate the importance of the
length and average jerk to the reward. PRO optimized the
ProMP in 150 iterations with 200 trajectory samples per
iteration.
Fig. 5(a) shows the initial trials of a user to solve the
task for a given scenario without the assistance of the haptic
device. Fig. 5(b-e) represents the optimized ProMP, which
is used by the haptic device to guide the user with force
feedback inverse proportional to the standard deviation.
B. Adaptation in Dynamic Environments — Point Particle
The problem addressed in this section is depicted in Fig. 6.
First, a human was presented with 30 random environments.
The environments differed in c = (xc , yc ), the position of
the center of the hole in the wall, and in g = (xg , yg ),
the position of the end goal (red × in Fig. 6). By using a
computer mouse, the human provided three demonstrations
for each environment.
>
The random environments e = [xc , yc , xg , yg ] were
uniformly distributed in the range 2 ≤ xc ≤ 8, 1 ≤ yc ≤ 9,
xc + 1.5 ≤ xg ≤ 10, 0 ≤ yg ≤ 10. The start position
s = (xs , ys ) was always the same.
PRO used reward functions of the form Robj =
exp (−βobj), where β = 20 was empirically determined by
observing the policies learned by PRO for a few values of
β: 1, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50. In this problem, three objectives
need to be minimized: the distance to the start position
obj1 = ||τ (0) − s||, the minimum distance to the center
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Fig. 6: The magenta point particle has to move from the start position (green ×) to the target position (red ×) without
hitting the walls (blue rectangles). The position of the hole in the wall and the target position change with time. As these
positions change, our learning system computes the corresponding trajectory distributions on the fly to solve this task. The
red line corresponds to the mean of the computed trajectory distribution. The light gray trajectories are samples from the
computed distribution. The black star-shaped marker moves forward along the mean of the current distribution. The magenta
point particle tracks the black star-shaped marker with a PD controller. This figure depicts four frames of a test case.

of the hole in the wall obj2 = mint ||τ (t) − c|| and the
distance to the end goal obj3 = ||τ (T ) − g||. The term τ (t)
represents the position along trajectory τ at time step t, τ (0)
is the first position and τ (T ) is the last position.
After the initialization with the demonstrations, the selfimprovement loop was repeated 1000 times, each time with
a new random environment. Each PRO optimization took at
most 200 iterations (less if convergence was achieved sooner)
and used 100 trajectory samples per iteration. The kernel of
the GPs used in this problem had parameter α = 10−3 . This
value was empirically determined by trying a few different
powers of 10 and observing the GP inferences. During test,
our learning system can compute ProMPs on the fly, solving
the task in a dynamic environment (See Fig. 6).
C. Adaptation in Dynamic Environments — Robot Arm
The problem addressed in this section is depicted in Figs. 1
and 7. The obstacle (Pringles can) and the target (pink object)
are tracked by using a motion capture system (OptiTrack).
First, a human provides demonstrations by moving the 7-DoF
robot arm in gravity compensation mode. Demonstrations
were provided for 20 different environment configurations.
There were three demonstrations for each environment. The
configurations were determined by arbitrarily choosing positions on the table for the obstacle and the target. The start
position for the robot arm was always the same.
Each environment in this problem was represented by the
>
vector e = [xp , yp , xg , yg ] , where (xp , yp ) was the position
of the Pringles can and (xg , yg ) was the end goal position.
We have noticed that initializing our learning system only
with the human demonstrations for 20 different situations
was not enough to learn a mapping capable of dealing with
any obstacle and target positions on the table. For this reason,
we have decided to extend the set of demonstrations with
ProMPs based on prior knowledge. These ProMPs had mean
trajectory going directly from the start position to the target
position irrespective of the obstacle position and the variance
of each ProMP weight was the average variance for that
weight based on the demonstrations. The GPs were thus

initialized with ProMPs for 2024 different environments (including environments for which human demonstrations were
given). The additional 2004 environments were generated by
taking obstacle and target positions of a grid inside a range
of possible positions delimited by the corners of the table.
PRO used reward functions of the form Robj =
exp (−βobj), where β = 200 was empirically determined by
observing the policies learned by PRO for a few values of β:
1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 200 and 300. In this problem, three
objectives need to be minimized: obj1 = ||τ (0) − s|| + d,
obj2 = max(− mint ||τ (t) − p||, −0.2) + d and obj3 =
||τ (T ) − g|| + d. P
T
The term d = T1 t=0 ||τ (t) − τdirect (t) || is the average
distance to the direct path τdirect from the start to the end goal.
This term was added to each of the objectives to avoid large
deviations from the direct path to the end goal. Apart of this
term, obj1 and obj3 are very similar to objectives described
in Section IV-B. The variable p = (xp , yp ) in obj2 is the
position of the Pringles can. Minimizing obj2 has the effect
of avoiding the Pringles can without going too far away from
it because distances to the Pringles can larger than 20 cm do
not result in additional reward.
The self-improvement loop had 2024 iterations (one for
each environment in the initialization data set). Each PRO
optimization took at most 50 iterations (less if convergence
was achieved sooner) and used 100 trajectory samples per
iteration. The kernel of the GPs used in this problem had
parameter α = 1. This value was empirically determined by
trying a few different powers of 10 and observing the GP
inferences. During test, the robot can successfully execute
the reaching task even when the human moves the obstacle
or the target while the robot is moving (See Figs. 1 and 7).
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper presented the Pearson-Correlation-Based
Relevance Weighted Policy Optimization (PRO) algorithm.
In this algorithm, the concept of Pearson correlation is
used to determine the relevance of each policy parameter
to each optimization objective. The proposed algorithm is
computationally much more efficient than the one presented
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Fig. 7: Our learning system infers a distribution of trajectories (ProMP) given the current state of the environment.
An inverse-dynamics-based feedback controller tracks the
mean of the inferred distribution. (a) The robot goes around
the obstacle (a Pringles can) from the right side to reach
the target (a pink object). (b) Given that the user changes
the position of the target while the robot is moving, the
robot switches on the fly to another ProMP, going around
the obstacle from the left side.

in [1]. Moreover, a framework which uses PRO and GP
regression has been presented, which can compute trajectory
distributions on the fly to solve tasks in dynamic environments. PRO can be used to optimize upon suboptimal
demonstrated trajectories. An application of PRO to assisted
teleoperation has been demonstrated. Our full framework can
solve online planning problems in an experiment involving
a point particle and in a real robot experiment with a 7-DoF
robot arm.
The next step in this research is to apply our framework to
assisted teleoperation in dynamic environments. We will also
investigate other reward functions for the assisted teleoperation task to avoid the necessity of intermediate via points
and the separation in two optimization problems.
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